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Abstract: The problem of the effect of high regulation in the Foreign exchange market which in inadvertently have a determining factor on the performance of business organizations is an issue of concern most especially in industries in Nigeria. Data on variables which are relevant to this study like industrial produce, exchange rate, and inflation rate, labour force per time, capital stock and political regulations/instability were gathered from secondary source like the Central Bank of Nigeria statistical bulletin. The data were analyzed using the ordinary least square econometric technique and the result showed that while both labour and capital are positively significant in explaining industrial produce, inflation was negatively significant in explaining it. This study, thus recommended amongst others that the educational sector should be prioritized by the government in order to have a strong labour force and also long term funds should be provided for the growth of the manufacturing sector.
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INTRODUCTION

The efficient and effective regulation of a system always leads to the outstanding success of that system, and as it is popularly said that only those that comply with regulations become regulators, Nigeria in the past years has been involved in different regulation strategies. Also, failure of a policy usually leads to the implementation of a new policy which usually entails 'adjustment of previous policies (Gbosie, 2005). For example the economic stabilization measures involving stringent exchange and trade controls, introduced in April 1982, proved rather ineffective. More stringent measures introduced in 1983 and 1984 and retained in 1985 accomplished very little.

The evolution of the Foreign exchange markets in Nigeria up to its present state was influenced by a number of factors which include the changing pattern of international trade, institutional changes and structural shift in production. Before the establishment of the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) and the enactment of the Exchange Control Act of 1962, Foreign exchange was earned by the private sector and held in balance abroad by commercial banks which acted as the agents for local exporters. During this period, agricultural exports contributed the bulk of Foreign exchange receipts. The fact that the Nigerian pound was tied to British pounds, with easy convertibility, delayed the development of an active Foreign exchange market. However, with the establishment of the Central Bank of Nigeria and subsequent centralization of Foreign exchange authority in the bank, the need to develop a Foreign exchange market distinct from those in the major international centres became paramount.

The displacement of Agricultural exports by crude oil exporters in the early 1970s as the Nation’s major Foreign exchange earner, owing to the sharp rise in petroleum prices, enhanced official Foreign exchange receipts. Thus, most economic agents had to patronise the CBN for Foreign exchange allocation to pay international transactions. The Foreign exchange market experienced a boom during the period and to avoid shortage, the management of the Foreign exchange resources came under sharper focus. During the period, 1962-1986, otherwise known as the Pre-SFEM period, the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) was the sole custodian of Foreign exchange (Forex). All receipts of forex meant for this country was channelled through the CBN and remittances of Foreign exchanges were made by the CBN in respect of authorized dealers who carried out the instruction of their customers in respect of Foreign exchange transactions. The Exchange Control Act 1962 vested in the monetary authorities the power to approve all applications for Foreign exchange in respect of all import transactions and invisible trade transactions.

The policies pursued led to structural changes which left the national economy with substantial price distortions and even more vulnerable to external shocks.
First, the economy became heavily dependent on crude oil. By the beginning of 1980s, the oil sector had come to account for 22% of the GDP, 81% of the government revenue and 96% of export earnings. Second, the competitiveness of the agricultural sector—the major source of GDP and of export earnings before the oil boom was eroded by the effect of an appreciating Naira, inadequate pricing policy and rural urban migration. And Nigerians therefore progressively became major food importer.

This development had a negative effect on manufacturing output. Manufacturing output helped immensely by the reformed Foreign exchange allocation system moved up quite rapidly from the low levels before 1986. The range of import duties was recorded to be between the range of 10 and 60% which can be described as irrational tariff structure designed to logically put local industries out of business or cause manufacturers to be unproductive.

Since, the adoption of exchange rate deregulation policy in Nigeria, the exchange rate which is the price of domestic currency in terms of Foreign currency, has become so volatile (Akpun, 2008). This fluctuation was partially noticed between 1962 and 1973 when the dollar was devalued by 10% and in order to maintain the existing Naira/dollar rate, the Naira too was also devalued by the same percentage. Before then, the stability of the exchange rate was guaranteed and changes in money supply did not constitute a major macroeconomic problem. This was so because the rate was fixed but was being varied by the central bank as deemed fit as indicated in control Act enacted on Central Bank in 1962. According to Ogun (2004), the main objectives of the Act were the centralization of Foreign exchange, rational allocation of Foreign exchange and achievement of internal and external balances.

In 1986, when the Naira was floated on the 2nd tier Foreign exchange market (SFEM) during the Structural Adjustment Programme (SAP), the trend in exchange rate rose sharply. Further fluctuation of the exchange rate continued in 1993 until when the Naira eventually stabilized at 21 Naira per US dollar. The exchange rate under the pro-rata basis was officially pegged at N21.596 to cushion the effects of high demand and the instability in the market. The major element of the deregulation was the re-introduction of the Autonomous Market for Foreign Exchange (AFEM) for transactions in privately sourced Foreign exchange at market-determined rates. In the AFEM, the banks were made the principal dealers. A subsidized and pegged official exchange rate of $1.00 = N22 was reserved for public sector transactions of non-commercialized agencies including debt service payment and National Priority Projects. In 2007, the official exchange rate of Naira to the Dollar as at April is $1 = N127.00.

From the above analysis, it is clear that exchange rate management in Nigeria has gone through so many phases, all in an attempt to ensure stability for the naira in the Foreign exchange market. The question here is that in spite of the success of other countries in the implementation of these deregulation policies, the Nigerian economy hasn’t experienced such success, why is that?

**Literature review:** Foreign exchange refers to the revenue earned by a country in convertible currencies from exports of goods and services (Obaseni, 2001). It should be noted that the Nigeria’s principal source of Foreign exchange earnings is from the export of crude oil. Other sources of Foreign exchange flows include non-oil exports, capital importation, Foreign investment flows, service income, other invisible items such as external borrowings and Foreign aids. Obaseni (2001) and Obansa et al. (2013) and many others have argued that the recent economic crises in Nigeria have been attributed to the misappropriation of money from the oil boom in the 70s.

After the oil boom in the 1970s, Nigeria’s official Foreign exchange reserves also experience an unprecedented growth when its figure stood at about US$10 billion. Effort was made by the authorities during the period to use the huge oil revenue in massive reconstruction of the economy and some identifiable progress was made in the areas of social and economic infrastructure. At this period, Nigeria solely relied on the exportation of oil and importation of goods and services to and from other Nations. Suddenly was the collapse of world oil market in the mid-1981 and this was the beginning of economic crises in Nigeria.

Since 1982, the Nigerian economy experienced various decline in external reserves when compared to end of December, 1981 figure, which itself, recorded a staggering shortfall. For example, the external reserve as at December, 1982 amounted to US$1.5 billion (Olukole, 2002). The exchange rate as at that time was N0.6702 to 1 US Dollar. The external reserve as at December, 1983 totaled US$1.2 billion and the exchange rate was at N0.7486 to 1 US Dollar. Also the external reserve figure as at December, 1984 was US$1.4 billion while the exchange rate as at that time was N0.8083 to 1 US Dollar. Things were not better still for the economy when it recorded a reserve of US$1.6 billion as at the end of 1985.

**Theoretical Foundation of Exchange Rate Policy:** The main models of exchange rate determination are the traditional flow model, the portfolio balance model and monetary model.

The traditional flow model relies on equilibrium in the foreign exchange market as the determining factor of the appropriate exchange rate. The intersection between the demand for and supply of foreign exchange or the market clearing equilibrium rate is regarded as the pure or market exchange rate (Azeez et al., 2012). The point of intersection is derived from the so-called “Marshallian Scissors” which are the demand and supply schedules.

The traditional flows model does not relegate the importance of money but it concentrate on forces behind the demand and supply schedule of foreign exchange. It posited that the exchange rate or the strength of a nation’s currency is influenced by relative price, interest rates and real income.

The portfolio balance model relies heavily on the asset or portfolio market. It holds that the portfolio equilibrium position of wealth holders in each country simultaneously determines the exchange and interest rates. The shift in the allocation of wealth between the domestic money base, domestic public bonds and net foreign bonds denominated in foreign currency influences the equilibrium exchange rate. Movements in domestic interest rates and fiscal operations of government to the extent that they induce movements in net foreign assets holding, influence movement in the equilibrium exchange rate.

Accurate forecasts based on this model are therefore difficult because domestic and foreign assets are not perfect substitutes as their rate of returns differ significantly. Furthermore while some countries are net foreign debtors, others are net foreign creditors. The model would therefore, be inadequate for explaining the entire variation in the exchange rate off a currency. The monetary approach to exchange rate determination is the most elegant and perhaps the most complete of all the models of exchange rate. The monetary approach is complete because it did not only emphasize the primary role of money but recognized the role of real sector as a contributory factor in exchange rate determination (Obansa et al., 2013).

The monetary model is based on three major legs or tripod. In the first instance, it asserts that the equilibrium exchange rate depends on the stock equilibrium condition in each country’s money market. The monetary equilibrium condition states that the price level adjusts instantaneously to equate the value of nominal money stock to desire or real demand for money. The demand for money itself is a function or real income and nominal interest rates.

The movement in the monetary equilibrium is comparatively analyzed with that of a trading partner. An increase in the money stock would induce the depreciation of the domestic exchange ate vis-a-vis trading partners’ currencies while a decrease will lead to the opposite response, all things being equal.

Problems with the Nigerian exchange rate system: A critical requirement for a freely floating exchange rate regime is the absence of any form of economic rigidity. The Nigerian economy is characterized by structural rigidities and bottlenecks. Most of our exports and imports are characterized by inelasticity either on the demand or supply side or both. Restrainment on the free flow of goods and services by our trading partners. The guidelines of the CBN on the purchase of foreign currency are often cumbersome, causing some frustrated potential foreign exchange users to patronize the parallel market.

There is always a gap between supply and demand for foreign exchange. The Nigerian economy is import dependent. Thus, pressure on foreign exchange demand will inevitably create the alternative market, hence different rates. Non-oil export is under-reported and proceeds are hardly repatriated into the country, thus compounding the supply rigidity.

The profitability of the industrial/manufacturing sector: In absolute terms, almost all categories of industries experienced increased profit. For example, from a sample of 360 manufacturing industries in Nigeria, food and beverages had its overall total profit level increased from N40.3 million in 1983 to N85.2 million in 1987. This figure moved up to N145.3 million in 1990 and N72.4 million in 1991. The same pattern was observed from other subgroups such as paper and paper products, leather products and shoes as well as textile and clothing. However, when the massive depreciation of the Naira during the adjustment is taken into consideration, the actual profit level for all categories of industry fell drastically. When compared with 1985 adjusted values, all categories of industry showed a significant decrease. In general, it was found that negative relationships existed between the profit levels of the manufacturing industries and the movement of the exchange rate (Oviemu, 2007). The higher the rate of exchange rate depreciation, the lower the rate of profit and vice versa. This tends to demonstrate that the exchange rate constitutes a major component of the manufacturing industries’ production process.

Constraints to manufacturing production in Nigeria: Many factors determine the production of manufacturing products such as domestic credit, foreign exchange, raw
materials, labour, machinery and equipment among others. For most enterprises in the sub-sector, by far the most binding constraint to production is lack of finance (Oviemo, 2007). Most financial institutions discriminate against manufacturing industries in their lending policy. This was due to the long-term nature of loans required by most manufacturing industries. Financial institutions prefer giving out credits for quick yielding services projects. Given this constraint, most firms had to rely on other sources of finance.

The situation was not better during the period of reforms: though firms had better access to credit, they could not afford it because of the high lending rate resulting from the liberalization of interest rates. Those that managed to obtain credit at prevailing rates incurred high production costs, which they could not pass on fully to consumers in the form of higher prices because of the weak demand and an inflow of competing imports. Most firms experienced a financial squeeze. While evidence of financial constraints implies the existence of imperfections in financial markets which warrant attention by the government, there are, however, some enterprises in the economy to which it would be imprudent for any financial intermediary to lend.

Moreover, given the raw materials import dependent nature of most manufacturing industries in Nigeria, the massive depreciation of the Naira seriously affected the cost of imported raw materials which were parts of the cost of production (Okunola, 2006). Foreign exchange is required to purchase imported raw materials to finance production. The decrease in Foreign exchange earnings resulted from export sales. The reduced price of oil on the international markets and low export sales seriously constrained the accessibility of firms to Foreign exchange and thus their ability to purchase raw materials. This directly affected the levels of production, capacity utilization and of employment in the sub-sector.

Another important constraint is the poor state of international facilities in the country. Many infrastructural facilities established at the time of the oil boom in the 1970s to facilitate manufacturing activities had deteriorated even before the introduction of the adjustment programme. Most of them only provided epileptic services to the entrepreneurs, roads and communication, water and electricity supplies were inadequate. The introduction of the reforms involving the privatization of some of these agencies has only led to the increased cost of these services, affecting the production costs of the manufacturing industries significantly and thus the unit price of goods.

Other constraints include; the ability to procure spare parts, machinery and equipment and also regulatory constraints which include; bureaucratic procedures, tax regulations and labour regulations. At the early stage, the colonist designed our financial system, implemented policies and controls which later crumbled because we were not the originator and that was the main reason why several controls and administrative controls have failed and brought about no result to show for it. The financial system of Nigeria has been bureaucratically designed to be totally profit making and not nation building. Therefore, to revitalize the industrial/manufacturing sub-sector, these constraints must be effectively tackled.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Model specification:** The variables needed to examine the effect of exchange deregulation on industrial output are industrial produce, exchange rate, inflation rate, labour force per time, capital stock and political regulations/instability. Data for each variable will be sourced from the CBN statistical bulletin and the data will be analyzed using the Ordinary least Squares econometric approach. This study will be guided by classical production theory which is:

\[ Q = F(K, L) \]  

Where:

- \( Q \) = Output
- \( K \) = Capital
- \( L \) = Labour

Adapting Eq. 1:

\[ IQ_1 = \alpha_{0} + \alpha_{1}L + \alpha_{2}K + \alpha_{3}EXR + \alpha_{4}INF + \alpha_{5}DUM + U_t \]  

Where:

- \( \alpha_{i} \) = The intercept
- \( \alpha_{i,j} \) = The various slope coefficients
- \( U_t \) = The error term

After linearising Eq. 1, we then introduce one dummy variable to capture the industrial production output in intercept and slopes, respectively. Equation 1 then becomes the following:

\[ \text{LOG } IQ_1 = \alpha_{0} + \text{LOG } \alpha_{1}L + \text{LOG } \alpha_{2}K + \text{LOG } \alpha_{3}EXR + \alpha_{4}INF + \alpha_{5}DUM + U_t \]  

\[ IQ = F(L, K, EXR, INF, DUM) \]  

Where:

- \( IQ \) = Industrial output
- \( L \) = Labour
- \( K \) = Capital
- \( EXR \) = Exchange Rate
- \( INF \) = Inflation rate
- \( PI \) = Political Instability (Dummy variable)
A priori expectations

Labour: Labour is expected to have a positive relationship with industrial output. This means that increase in Labour will yield high productivity in the economy:

\[ \Delta \log (IQ)/\Delta \log (L) > 0 \]

Capital: This variable is expected to have a positive relationship with manufacturing output. This is because increase in the total capital of any investment will boost the production of the business in large scale:

\[ \Delta \log (IQ)/\Delta \log (K) > 0 \]

Inflation rate: This variable is expected to have a negative relationship with industrial produce. This is because if prices of goods and services increase, demand of industrial produce will reduce and industries will be left with the option of adjusting to the demand of the people in the long run (Gbosi, 2005):

\[ \Delta \log (IQ)/\Delta \log (INF) < 0 \]

Exchange rate: This variable is expected to have also a positive relationship with agricultural output. Reason is that the more liberalized the economy or trade the better for agricultural output:

\[ \Delta \log (IQ)/\Delta \log (EXR) > 0 \]

Dummy variable: The dummy variable is actually related to the political factor that affects negatively industrial productivity through various unstable policies and unhealthy bureaucracies in government. This variable is “dummy” because it cannot be actually valued numerically:

\[ \Delta \log (IQ)/\Delta \log (DUM) < 0 \]

Summary of a priori expectations: \(\alpha_1 > 0, \alpha_2 > 0, \quad \alpha_3 > 0, \quad \alpha_4 < 0, \quad \alpha_5 < 0\).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data analysis and interpretation: From the result shown in Table 1, the R² show a result of 0.807325, meaning that the five independent variables together explained about 80% of the systematic variation of the dependent variable which is a reasonable fit. The result also shows the Durbin Watson statistics to be very perfect (i.e. 2.049246) and also revealed that the regression is free from the problem of autocorrelation. Also, the F-statistics of 15.27544 shows that all the independent variables are jointly significant in explaining the dependent variable.

Testing for the individual significance of each variable on the dependent variable, we use the t-Statistics which should have 10% significant level, therefore, we see that the first variable capital stock (K) shows a positive significant relationship with Industrial products, just as specified in the a priori statement and it also explains the theory of production that capital boost production.

The variable L which signifies labour reveals that there is a positive and significant relationship between labour and manufacturing/industrial output. This conforms to a priori specification. In other words therefore, a percentage increase in labour will yield to unit increase in industrial output.

CPI which represents inflation depicts a negative significant variable in explaining Industrial output thus conforming to a priori specification. The negative correlation can be explained by the impact inflation plays on production of goods and services. When inflation is high, productivity reduces at the short run. This continually really affects the production of goods and services of Manufacturers in the system. More so, people tend to import factors of production from overseas at a cheaper price and yet sell high to the local market. All these explain the negativism in the sign of CPI (Inflation) in the case of Nigeria contrary to stated theory.

For Exchange Rate (EXR), it is negatively insignificant in explaining Industrial output. The negative
correlation, negating the a priori expectation, may be due to the state of naira fallen in the Foreign exchange market. The insignificant relationship may be due to the fact that there is over-dependence on imports whether the exchange rate rises or falls.

**DUMMY** Variable gave a positive correlation which conforms to the a priori specification in section three. This means that deregulation is a factor that provokes increase in industrial output. Nevertheless, dummy variable proved insignificant in estimation Table 2.

**CONCLUSION**

**Empirical findings:** We can then conclude by saying that the major determinant of manufacturing output in the Nigerian economy is labour, capital and inflation. While an increase in labour and capital would provoke an increase in manufacturing output, a rise in inflation will have an adverse effect on industrial output. The effect of exchange rate deregulation was express as a function of labour, capital stock, inflation rate, exchange rate and political instability/deregulation policy.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

In other to bring about an improvement in the situation of the economy with growth in the economy, a major factor or determinant of the level and growth of the economy is industrial breakthrough. This is clearly confirmed by the LDCs high importation of industrial goods which translates to Foreign trade income to industrious nations. This has been the ability of rich nations to sustain high rates of economic growth without inflation. It follows that under present international
economic relationships; LDC export performance is directly related to the growth and price stability of developed-country economies. The lessons of the past 40yrs have revealed to developing nations that no economic models could, there is need to make every effort to reduce their individual and joint economic vulnerabilities. One method of achieving this goal is to pursue policies of greater collective self-reliance within the context of mutual economic cooperation.

Though not denying their interdependence with developed nations and their need for growing export markets, many developing countries now realize that in the absence of major reforms of the international economic order, a concerted effort at reducing their current economic dependence and vulnerability is essential to any successful development strategy. This study now recommends the following:

- The issue of education should be addressed in order to prepare the labour force for employment. This follows the saying that “a hungry man is hungry for only a day but an illiterate man is hungry for life”
- Industries need long term funds, hence specialized banks like finance houses that give long term loans should be enhanced by the government in order for them to perform their function
- Microfinance banks should be enhanced to perform their functions of supplying micro funds to small business owners in order to enhance productivity
- The government through its various agencies like the central bank of Nigeria should ensure monetary policies that would curtail high inflation rate
- The government should also encourage exportation of goods and services by ensuring the growth of local production of goods and services

SUGGESTION

The adoption of Ordinary Least Square (OLS) method used in showing the relationship between effects of deregulation of exchange rate on industrial produce were analyzed through a model interrelating manufacturing output and labour, capital stock, inflation, exchange rate and political instability/deregulation policy. In the case of further studies extensive work can be done on capital utilization in the manufacturing sector as an agent for nation building. The study will need to focus on determining the most efficient and effective way of utilizing resources available for businesses to improve maximum productivity. (Case study being manufacturing companies in Nigeria).
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